The Last Mile in Making Private Jet Ownership Affordable
Lesnik and Avon Aviation Remove Burden of Corrosion Coverage
WESTON, Fl. (April 26, 2015) – The last mile in private jet ownership is the
exposure faced by owners for airframe corrosion of their jets. This risk is
substantial and typically unavoidable. That is, before Gary Lesnik’s Avon
Aviation negotiated a deal on behalf of owners with the largest Non-Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) in the world for corrosion coverage.
“Most jet buyers cannot avoid this risk and typically expensive back end cost.
Corrosion occurs it is unavoidable, ” said Gary Lesnik, Principal of Avon
Aviation, LLC.
“So, we help buyers protect their investment by negotiating an insurance option
for corrosion coverage. This has the potential to save owners potentially
hundreds of thousands of dollars in airframe corrosion cost repairs and lost
plane value, “ Lesnik maintains.
Avon Aviation is Gary Lesnik’s full service private jet management company that
helps in all aspects of owning private aircraft, from sourcing the aircraft, to “We
help owners negotiate the purchase, not only assisting with typically hard to
obtain financing but also innovative insurance options to minimize risk of
ownership, “ said Lesnik. ‘”But , “ Mr. Lesnik maintains, “our work and value,
doesn’t stop there, as we help enroll the aircraft into a lease program that
guarantees unequivocally owners with a revenue stream. This contract with a
large national carrier with whom we have a long term relationship enables
owners to offset much of the cost of ownership, enabling owners to fly at cost
and at the same time generating contractually guaranteed monthly revenue.”
Avon Aviation is able to leverage their jet expertise and relationships for all
aspects of the private jet ownership and pass that value on to the owner in
terms of better financing options and guaranteed monthly revenue through an
innovative lease programs.
So, as Avon Aviation’s Gary Lesnik, likes to say, “The last mile is the toughest.
It is the one that separates owners from passengers. The last mile is corrosion
coverage. Once we removed that risk, owners can now get into their plane with
the confidence that there will be no hidden back end cost that would otherwise
cripple their budget for owning and keep most potential buyers from getting
their dream jet. “

About Avon Aviation LLC
Avon Aviation, LLC is a full service consulting and private jet management
company helping owners offset the cost of private jet ownership and removing
the headaches of management for owners. Avon Aviation, LLC headquarters is
located in Weston, Florida. Visit www.JetExpertise.com for more information.
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